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Summary Summary 

Summary y 

Securit yy  polic y and airpowe r unde r Yeltsi n and Puti n 

Russia'ss security policy and its consequences for the Russian air 
forcess (1992-2000) 

Afterr the break up of the Soviet Union in December 1991, the Russian Federation (RF) 
becamee its legal successor state. Initially the Russian military and political leadership was 
convincedd that the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) would develop towards an 
organisationn similar to that of the former Soviet Union, naturally under Russian supervision. 
Howeverr it did not take long before a number of CIS states decided differently. They created 
theirr own armed forces and subsequently formed independent security policies. The effect of 
thesee developments was that Russia felt forced to do the same by forming its own armed 
forcess and a Ministry of Defence, in spring 1992. With the abandonment of the Marxist-
Leninistt ideology the RF was in need of basic documents for its security policy. 

Figuree 1: Levels of strategy of Russian security policy 
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Inn this thesis an overview is provided of the decision-making process of Russian security 
policyy between 1992-2000 and the security documents it generated. In this summary, after a 
clarificationn of my research set-up, I shall present solutions regarding the basic questions 
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(orderingg principles). I have done so by using the levels of strategy (see Figure 1). On the 
grandd strategy and military-strategi c level I have elaborated on the development of the 
threee leading security documents, i.e. the National Security Concept, the Foreign Policy 
Conceptt and the Military Doctrine. Subsequently, on the operational and lower  levels of 
strategyy I have concentrated on airpower. I have described the consequences of Russian 
securityy policy for the organisation and status of military aviation and for the RF Air Forces 
especially.. Next, in a case study on the conflicts in and around Chechnya, I have explained 
thee practice of security policy in using airpower in irregular conflicts. Finally, I have 
expandedd on security developments after the research period, such as the consequences of 
'9/11'andd the 'Nord-Ost' hostage taking of October 2002.1 have concluded my thesis with an 
outlookk on the future development of Russian security policy. 

ResearchResearch  set-up 

Objectiv ee and orderin g principle s 
II  have used the following objective to analyse the development of Russia's security policy: 

Acquiringg insight into the development of Russian security policy. Subsequently, determining 

thee realization and the contents of RF security policy. And finally, analysing the effects of 

securityy policy for the use of airpower, especially in irregular conflicts. 

Inn this thesis this objective was organised into four ordering principles: 
1.. What was the thought process of the Russian political-military leadership in 

formulatingg a security policy and establishing armed forces? 
2.. Was Russian security policy characterised by a structural development or by 

opportunisticc decisions? 
3.. What were the consequences of security policy for build-up, tasks and status of the air 

forces? ? 
4.. What was the interaction between doctrinal thought and experiences of the use of 

airpowerr in and around Chechnya? 

Structur e e 
Thee division of chapters of this thesis (titles and corresponding level of strategy) was the 
following: : 

1.. Security heritage of the Soviet Union (grand strategy) 
2.. Structure of RF security policy (grand strategy and military strategy) 
3.. Implementation of RF security policy (grand strategy and military strategy) 
4.. Development of military doctrine (military strategy) 
5.. Structure of airpower: organisation and status of military aviation (military strategy) 
6.. Implementation of airpower: use of airpower in the conflicts in and around Chechnya 

(operations,(operations, tactics, technical level) 
7.. Conclusions. 
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Methodolog y y 
Thee methodology of my research was exclusively based upon analysing literature. For this 
thesiss I predominantly made use of Russian sources, official as well as independent ones. I 
havee applied three methods of research: 

 Analysing the development of and relationship amongst security actors (institutions as 
welll  as individuals); 

 Textual comparison of security documents, thematically as well as chronologically; 
 Case study: the conflicts in and around Chechnya. 

Researc hh perio d 
Inn order to have a good impression of the background of Russia's security policy, my research 
periodd started in 1990 with the Soviet heritage. My research period finished in 2000, which 
wass the year of completion of a solid and comprehensive structure of security documents. 
Whenn necessary I have deviated from the limitations of the research period of 1990-2000. 

1.1. Thought  process  of  the Russian  political-military  leadership  in 
formulatingformulating  a security  policy  and establishing  armed  forces 

Russia nn military-conceptua l though t 
Currentt Russian thinking on national security policy is that the state has military, diplomatic, 
legall  (both national and international), information, economic and other means at its disposal 
forr achieving its objectives. These means are joined in the National Security Concept (NSC), 
Russia'ss grand strategy. From the NSC separate concepts and doctrines are derived to 
guaranteee security in, amongst others, international, military, economic, social, and 
environmentall  as well as information areas (see Figure 2). Two of these doctrines are the 
Foreignn Policy Concept and the Military Doctrine. Between 1992 and 2000 the RF presented 
threee National Security Concepts, two Foreign Policy Concepts and four Military Doctrines 
(seee Table 1). 

Thee differences between Russian security, foreign and military policies are the following. The 
securitysecurity policy (NSC) is aimed at safeguarding national interests against external and internal 
threats.. The foreign policy (Foreign Policy Concept, FPC) deals with maintaining relations 
withh actors in the international arena, such as states and international organizations. The 
militarymilitary policy consists of views and measures concerning war, conflicts, crises and their 
prevention,, deterrence and suppression of aggression, force generation and preparation of 
armedd forces, population and economy in securing vital interests of the state. 

Tablee 1: Chronology of leading policy documents of the RF on security issues 

Datee Policy document 

Mayy 1992 Draft RF Military Doctrine published 
Aprill  1993 Foreign Policy Concept ratified by Presidential Decree 
22 November 1993 Military Doctrine ratified by Presidential Decree 
177 December 1997 National Security Concept ratified by Presidential Decree 
299 September 1999 Draft Military Doctrine accepted by the Collegium of the Ministry of Defence 
55 October 1999 Draft National Security Concept accepted by the RF Security Council 
100 January 2000 National Security Concept ratified by Presidential Decree 
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211 April 2000 Military Doctrine ratified by Presidential Decree 
288 June 2000 Foreign Policy Concept ratified by Presidential Decree 

Nationa ll  securit y concep t 
Russia'ss security policy is defined as actions by organs of state power, (lower) government 
agencies,, social and other organisations directed at safeguarding national interests against 
foreignn and domestic threats. These actions consist of predicting and identifying threats, 
determiningg tasks to secure national interests; improving forces, means and the system of 
guaranteeingg national security, and finally, mobilizing resources and determining the order of 
usingg them. 

Thee organs of state power are the President and the Executive, Legislative and Judicial 
Powers.. Contrary to what is the common in the West, where the President belongs to the 
Executivee Power, the President in the RF is listed separately. This is probably a result of the 
revieww of the Constitution in 1993, which led to a more powerful role for the President at the 
expensee of the Legislative Power. The national security policy is aimed at guaranteeing 
nationall  security against external (foreign) as well as internal (domestic) threats. The forces 
thatt guarantee national security are the armed forces of the Ministry of Defence (MoD) and 
thee troops of the so-called Power Ministries."2 The means for guaranteeing national security 
aree formed by the package of all political, legal, diplomatic, economic, scientific, military and 
otherr measures of the state and its apparatus which can take these. 

Thee national security policy of the RF is laid down in the NSC. The NSC is the basic 
documentt for formulating and accomplishing a clear-cut and comprehensive policy that 
determiness and accordingly secures Russia's national interests. 

1122 The Power Ministries are eleven departments and services, other than the Ministry of Defence, which also 
havee troops at their disposal. These non-MoD forces with personnel strength of more than 400.000 servicemen 
aree for example Internal Troops, Border Guard Troops, Security Troops, Civil Defence Troops and Railroad 
Troops. . 
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Figuree 2: Militar y conceptual framework of the Russian Federation 
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ChronologicalChronological development of the national security concept 

Afterr the demise of the Marxist-Leninist ideology in 1991 the non-communist Russian state 
hadd to determine a basis for its national security policy. Since the first edition of the Military 
Doctrine,, in May 1992, the RF has constantly described the NSC as the highest security 
document,, from which military doctrine is derived. Still it would take another five and a half 
yearss before the first NSC would be published. 

Initially ,, neither President Yeltsin nor his government had a clear view on the direction of 
Russia'ss security policy. Would the RF proceed as the unchallenged leader of the CIS or 
wouldd it choose to take an independent course, with an exclusively Russian security policy 
andd national armed forces? Probably because of this lack of clarity and the atmosphere of 
indecision,, no effort was made to develop a Security Concept (at national nor at CIS level), 
althoughh such a concept had already been mentioned in a draft military doctrine for the CIS of 
Februaryy 1992. The following month, however, on 5 March 1992, a decree 'On National 
Security'' was issued, establishing the Security Council of the RF, an organ tasked to deal with 
problemss of internal and external security. At the same time a strong appeal to form a national 
securityy policy was published by Sergei Rogov, Deputy Director of the Institute for US and 
Canadiann Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences (ISKRAN). Rogov warned of possible 
conflictss with other former Soviet republics. Particularly with Ukraine, because of differences 
onn nuclear arms, the Crimea and energy deliveries, relations were quite tense at that moment. 
Becausee of this threat, according to Rogov fundamental decisions on security could no longer 
bee delayed. Apparently, there was an urgent need for establishing a mechanism on military-
politicall  decision-making. Therefore a national Security Council was to be formed in order to 
developp a security strategy. In May the choice for an independent Russian security policy was 
madee more explicit: Yeltsin ratified a decree to the effect that Russia would have its own 
Ministryy of Defence and RF armed forces. 
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Itt did not take long for the military to enter the debate on security. In May 1992 Colonel-
Generall  Igor Rodionov, Commander of the General Staff Academy, presented a conservative 
alternativee for the official military doctrine that was published earlier that month. Rodionov 
regardedd his document as the leading security document. All members of the military 
leadership,, however, did not share his view on the national security documents. For instance, 
Marshall  of Aviation Yevgeny Shaposhnikov, who had until recently served as Secretary of 
thee Russian Security Council, spoke out after the publication of the Military Doctrine of 
Novemberr 1993 saying that this doctrine was premature. First a NSC should be developed, 
whichh would include national interests and threats against national security. Only then could 
otherr subordinated documents such as military and foreign policy doctrines be drafted. 
Clearly,, the military was divided on which course to take in security policy and the hierarchy 
off  the different security documents. 

Inn 1992 Yury Skokov, Secretary of the Security Council, made a start in drafting the NSC. At 
itss first session in the summer of 1992, the Security Council assigned a high priority to the 
accomplishmentt of the NSC. However, not until July 1994 did the Security Council install a 
commissionn to draft it. The purpose of the NSC was to fil l the political vacuum, which was 
thee result of the demise of the communist ideology. A fundamental political consensus was 
supposedd to be raised, based upon national interests. These rather democratic principles 
soundedd attractive, but disguised reality. In the constitution of 1993, the national security 
policyy was the President's responsibility. No longer did parliament have the power to approve 
documentss on security policy, as it did under the previous constitution. Now the President 
couldd decide upon security policies without the consent of parliament: consensus was no 
longerr necessary. Still it would be December 1997 before the President signed the first NSC. 
Thee most likely reasons for the long period (1992-1997) before the NSC was drafted are as 
follows: : 
•• During the first few years after the RF had succeeded the Soviet Union, the Russian 
securityy elite debated heavily about which course to follow in foreign and security policies. 
•• The security organs were engaged in a power struggle. For instance, in 1992 the General 
Stafff Academy launched an unofficial military doctrine. And in 1993 the Security Council put 
asidee the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in presenting the first Foreign Policy Concept. 
•• The period of 1992-1997 was characterised by instability, both internal (for instance the 
fightfight between the President and the legislative power in 1993; the first Chechen conflict 1994-
96)) as well as external (for instance civil wars in neighbouring CIS states such as Moldova, 
Georgiaa and Tajikistan; hotspots in the Balkans). The Russian executive power (President and 
Government)) was forced to pay a lot of attention to these internal and external incidents, 
whichh was an obstacle for further maturing of the RF security policy into a NSC. 

Afterr the first half of 1999, when the Kosovo conflict had been overshadowing the 
internationall agenda, a radical change occurred in Russian security policy. Army General 
Makhmutt Gareyev, President of the Academy of Military Sciences, outlined this turn in 
policyy in an interview on geopolitics, national security and other security related topics. 
Gareyevv stated that NATO's strategy, following the security policy of the USA, was no 
longerr directed at defensive but at pre-emptive use of force, including the possibility of 
deployingg outside the territory of the alliance's treaty, the emphasis being more on the use of 
militaryy force rather than diplomatic or other non-violent methods of implementing policy. 
Thee USA and other influential Western countries were aiming at a unipolar system of 
internationall relations at global level under their authority. According to Gareyev, the 
aggressionn of NATO against the former Yugoslavia was a clear example of its policy to 
ignoree the UN and the standards of international law. 
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Gareyev'ss statements were an unambiguous example of the Russian feelings with regard to 
NATO'ss new Strategic Concept of April 1999 and towards the military intervention of this 
alliancee in Kosovo of March - July of that year.113 Western security policy was now 
consideredd to be a threat, which resulted in statements in the Russian security policy 
expressingg these anti-Western sentiments. Gareyev claimed that not only external 
developmentss but also internal threats, such as the conflict in Chechnya, demanded 
adjustmentss of the current security concepts. The statement in the 1997 issue of the NSC, that 
directt threats against the RF no longer existed, was declared out-of-date. Most of the 
amendmentss of the security policy that Gareyev proposed were to be implemented in the new 
(draft)) editions of the NSC and the Military Doctrine in autumn 1999. By ratifying the final 
draftt of the new NSC on 10 January 2000, President Putin authorized the revised Russian 
securityy policy. 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the contents of the national security concept 
Thee major destabilizing factors, pointed out in one or more of the different versions of the 
NSC,, are the following: international dominance by Western states under American authority; 
weakeningg of Russia's international position; ignoring Russian national interests and the 
dangerr of (international) terrorism. In comparison with the 1997 edition, in the NSC of 1999 
thee destabilizing factors have increased. This is probably due to the conflicts in the former 
Yugoslaviaa and in Chechnya and because of the enlarged influence of NATO on international 
politics. . 

Russia'ss national interests as stated in the NSC are a reflection of the internal and external 
developmentss of the 1990s. Internal developments, such as the (critical) social-economic 
situationn and the conflict in Chechnya, manifest themselves in objectives on removing the 
causess for internal conflicts and on guaranteeing state power and sovereignty. External 
developments,, such as NATO's security policy (in the Balkans), are reflected in objectives on 
strengtheningg the ties within the CIS and with other allies. However, internal national 
interests,, such as security against terrorism, disasters and acts of war, are considered 
paramount. . 

Withh respect to threats the 1997 NSC expressed a generally positive view on international 
developmentss and perceives the internal social-economic circumstances as the most important 
threatt for Russia's national security. Within two years this perspective changed radically. In 
thee 1999 NSC a rise in military threats, both in number and in strength and related especially 
too NATO, is stated. The 1999/2000 editions of the NSC clearly illustrate a turning point in 
threatt perception. Although formally internal threats are still seen as the most important, the 
extensivee description of external threats points out that the latter now have priority. This 
inconsistencyy is possibly related to clashes between military and civil experts in drafting the 
NSC,, in which the former consider external and the latter perceive internal threats to be the 
mostt significant. 

1133 The Russian security elite was especially disturbed about the responsibility that NATO grants itself in its 
Strategicc Concept for the maintenance of security and stability within the Euro-Atlantic area. In this way NATO 
permitss itself the use of military force, without consent of the UN Security Council, in a region of which the 
boundariess are not mentioned. In the Russian view with the experience of Kosovo, Chechnya could very well 
havee been the next conflict for NATO to intervene in. Therefore Russia considered this Concept to be a threat for 
itss national interests. 
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Forr the purpose of guaranteeing national security the following objectives are presented in 
thee NSC. Externally the RF has changed its objectives from stress on international 
cooperationn at global level, as declared in the 1997 NSC, too emphasis on economic, political 
andd military cooperation and integration within the CIS in 1999. This review in policy is 
probablyy the result of disappointment with the cooperation with the West but also of the new 
impetuss for regaining Russia's superpower status, which can best be achieved starting from 
thee CIS. Internal political objectives are directed at strengthening (central) authority. With 
regardd to military objectives, the two Chechen conflicts have produced the lessons that the RF 
armedd forces (of the Defence Ministry, the MoD) now can also be deployed in internal 
conflictss and that the cooperation between these forces and the troops of the Power Ministries 
mustt be improved. The chain of command of decisive organs of national security in the NSC 
unmistakablyy reveals that the President is the overall deciding factor in guaranteeing national 
security. . 

Foreig nn polic y 
Ass explained before, security policy points towards providing security of national interests 
againstt external and internal threats. Foreign policy, as an instrument of security policy, deals 
withh maintaining relations with actors in the international arena. According to the formal 
definitionn of foreign policy, in the RF the organs of state power as well as institutes and state 
structuress dealing with international affairs carry out the foreign policy by maintaining 
relationss with states and regional and global international organizations. As a continuation of 
thee Soviet tradition, the RF Prime Minister and the government are responsible for economic 
andd internal affairs; these functionaries therefore have a subordinated position in foreign 
policy.. Nowadays the President of the RF possesses the overall responsibility for security 
policies,, including foreign policy, that at the time of the USSR were in the hands of the 
Secretary-Generall  of the Communist Party and the Politburo. The position of the President 
wass strengthened in the 1993 Constitution. Not surprisingly, the following account of the 
developmentt of foreign policy illustrates that it is the President rather than the Minister of 
Foreignn Affairs or the institutes and state structures on international affairs, who plays first 
fiddlee in RF foreign policy. 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the foreign policy concept 

Initially,, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was the logical organ to draft the Foreign Policy 
Conceptt (FPC). In February 1992 this department tried to implement a FPC. However, the 
Supremee Soviet prevented this, claiming that the concept was too abstract. Yeltsin, who at the 
timee was involved in a struggle for power with the legislature, in the course of 1992 adopted a 
moree assertive foreign policy, almost certainly in an attempt to gain support. Remarkably, the 
finall  version of the FPC was not prepared under the auspices of the Minister of Foreign 
Affairss but under Yuri Skokov, Secretary of the Russian Security Council. Skokov happened 
too be the chairman of the Security Council's interdepartmental commission on foreign policy, 
whichh was to draft the FPC. After approval of the FPC by the Security Council and 
confirmationn by the President, on 29 April 1993 Vladislav Chernov, Deputy Head of the 
Departmentt on Strategic Security of the Security Council, published an apparently officially 
approvedd summary of the concept. 

Moree than seven years later, on 28 June 2000, President Putin signed a revised version of the 
FPC,, which replaced the edition of 1993. In the introduction of the new document it is stated 
thatt certain tendencies in international politics have compelled the RF to review its foreign 
andd security policies. These negative tendencies were in contrast with the expectation, listed 
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inn the 1993 concept that multilateral cooperation would further intensify. The 2000 edition of 
thee FPC mentions the following basic principles of RF foreign policy: 
•• The RF is a great power; 
•• Russia's influence in international politics should be strengthened; 
•• Political, military and economic cooperation and integration within the CIS has a high 
priority; ; 
•• Aversion to Western security policies. 

Russiann foreign policy manifests two different approaches. On the one hand maintaining 
Russia'ss status as a great power results in striving for more influence within the CIS and 
emphasiss on military and geopolitical aspects. On the other hand the policy is characterised 
byy accepting Russia's post Cold War decline in status, with emphasis on integration in the 
internationall system, which is dominated by the West. The danger of the first approach is 
confrontationn with the West, which could lead to isolation and a diminished international 
position.. The danger of the second approach is that this could result in a position dependent 
onn the West. This dilemma of two sometimes-contrasting directions leads to Russia's foreign 
policyy seeming somewhat ambiguous. 

Continuingg on this duality in foreign policy, the following may be said about Putin's policy 
untill the terrorist attacks against the USA on 11 September 2001. Russia's fixation on its 
influencee within the CIS was prolonged. In order to stress Russia's great power status and the 
independentt course of RF foreign policy, Putin followed an active line to intensify relations 
withh a number of countries. He displayed interest in relations with so-called 'pariah' states 
suchh as North Korea and Cuba and has deepened political, economic and military ties with 
China,, India and Iran, thus showing that the West did not dictate his foreign policy. However, 
Putinn realized quite well that these rapprochements with dubious states might cause resistance 
inn the West and weaken Russia's international position. 

Withh reference to the second approach in foreign policy, Putin has regularly admitted that 
nowadayss influence in international politics is determined by economic rather than by military 
power.. Taking into account the fact that internal and external policies are so closely 
connected,, as is also stated in the FPC, Putin has given a high priority to economic 
cooperationn and integration in the global economy. In view of Russia's geographic position, 
thiss leads to the conclusion that closer ties with Europe are in the interest of the RF. Not 
surprisinglyy Minister of Foreign Affairs Igor Ivanov has stated that Russia's primary external 
interestss lie in Europe. Therefore, the RF aims at structural and balanced relations with the 
Europeann Union (EU). Trade relations between the RF and the EU are intensive: in 2000 40 
perr cent of Russia's trade was conducted with the EU. Former Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairss and foreign policy expert Anatoly Adamishin confirmed the importance of economic 
cooperationn with Europe and the EU in particular. In his idea within ten to twenty years the 
entryy of Russia to the EU could be realized. Hence international economic cooperation, 
especiallyy with the EU, must be considered a central point of Russian foreign policy. 

Militar yy doctrin e 
Assessingg RF militar y policy of the last decade, it is clear that the development of its military 
doctrinee is paramount. Military doctrine forms a part of the national security policy and is a 
reflectionn of past and possible future policies. After the demise of the USSR the Russian 
militaryy leadership at first was convinced that the CIS would develop towards an organisation 
similarr to that of the former Soviet Union. Thus the CIS would have combined armed forces 
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att its disposal. In February 1992 a preliminary CIS doctrine was published, which was to be 
thee alliance doctrine. However a number of CIS states decided otherwise by creating their 
ownn armed forces. Consequently Russia was left no other option but to form its own national 
armedd forces, and therefore in need of its own military doctrine, of which the first edition was 
publishedd in May 1992. 

Militaryy doctrines can be divided into three categories. The most detailed are service doctrines 
off  ground, air and naval forces. The second category concerns an armed forces doctrine, 
whichh includes all services. And finally a multinational or alliance doctrine can be 
formulated.. Russia does have one service doctrine, the naval doctrine, which was adopted in 
Julyy 2001. Since the alliance doctrine of the CIS never came into being, this thesis 
concentratess on the armed forces doctrines. They provide guidelines for the use of all 
(para)militaryy forces, i.e. the armed forces of the Ministry of Defence, as well as the troops of 
thee Power Ministries. The definition of the Russian military doctrines is usually as follows: 

[The[The doctrine]., represents a set of officially approved state views concerning war and its 
prevention,prevention, force generation, preparation of the country and the armed forces for suppression 
ofof aggression and methods of warfare to defend its sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

Thee doctrine provides guidelines in two directions. Firstly, it deals with the needs of the 
armedd forces in the fields of organization, personnel and equipment. Secondly, the doctrine 
providess guidelines in the methods of warfare. 

ChronologicalChronological development of the military doctrine 

Thee draft Military Doctrine of May 1992 seemed to be the start of a movement towards a 
moree assertive, confrontational Russian security policy. For example by adopting the mission 
off  conflict resolution within the CIS, Russia claimed a leading role in this region and in the 
jointjoint military effort. Russia granted itself the right to protect Russian minorities in other CIS 
states,, making use of force, if necessary. Mobile forces, yet to be formed, could be used to 
carryy out this objective. The war in the Gulf of 1991 had shown the weakness of a static 
(Iraqi)) defence. The doctrine reflected this lesson by introducing the concept of a mobile 
defencee with high-tech weapons in all azimuths. Apart from defensive, offensive use of force 
wass reintroduced as an acceptable concept of operations. The deplorable economic situation 
madee these costly aspirations quite unattainable. 

Inn March 1993, the draft Doctrine of 1992 was submitted to the Supreme Soviet. After 
approvall  by parliament the doctrine was to be ratified by the President. At that time Yeltsin 
wass involved in a struggle with the legislative power. As a result there was no parliamentary 
debatee on the doctrine. The struggle for power culminated in the use of military force by 
Yeltsinn to end the rebellious occupation by the Supreme Soviet of its 'White House' on 4 
October.. With the legislative power eliminated, the Security Council approved a revised 
versionversion of the doctrine on 2 November 1993; Yeltsin signed it the same day. In December 
19933 a new constitution was adopted, which formalised the exclusion of the legislative power 
fromm decision-making in security (and other fields of) policy and thus strengthened the 
positionn of the President. From now on only the President endorsed the military doctrine. 
Judgingg from the importance, which is attached to the role of MoD forces in security matters, 
itt is not unlikely that the military supported Yeltsin in his battle against the legislative power 
inn exchange for strong influence by them on the contents of the doctrine. 
Inn this doctrine for the first time attention is given to internal conflicts, probably as a result of 
internall  conflicts in some of the CIS states. Another new development was that MoD forces 
noww could be deployed in internal conflicts, which until then had been the prerogative of the 
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(paramilitary)) Internal Troops. The aim of acquiring a dominant position within the CIS is 
furtherr developed by an entry on the possibility of stationing RF troops outside its territory. 

Inn 1996 the Defence Council, a competing security organ of the Security Council, announced 
thee need for a new doctrine. Since 1993 a number of negative military-political developments 
demandedd its revision: 
•• Attempts to diminish Russia's influence in the Caucasus; 
•• Enlargement of NATO; 
•• New military threats and regional conflicts; 
•• The deteriorated socio-economic circumstances in the RF. 
Firstt Deputy Chief of the General Staff at the time, Colonel-General Valery Manilov, became 
thee acting chairman of the working group on the new doctrine, which was supposed to be 
interdepartmentall but which was dominated by the military. As former Deputy Secretary of 
thee Security Council, Manilov had also played a decisive role in drafting the first NSC. On 29 
Septemberr the highest organ of the MoD, the Collegium, approved the draft Military Doctrine 
1999.1999. This doctrine was published before the revised NSC, thereby putting aside this 
theoreticallyy leading security document as well as the Security Council, the highest state 
organn on security matters. The military domination of the working group, the publication of 
thee draft doctrine before the revised NSC, the exclusion of the Security Council in the 
paragraphh on the chain of command and the emphasis on the MoD forces in the draft 
Doctrine,, are all indications that the military exploited the 1999 draft Doctrine to strengthen 
theirr own position at the expense of other security organs and paramilitary troops. As with the 
draftingg of the 1993 Doctrine the military had again 'used' the now physically feeble Yeltsin 
too strengthen their own position. 

AA new doctrinal development was the increased attention given to internal conflicts, irregular 
warfaree and joint operations by MoD and other forces, coming from the experiences of the 
firstfirst Chechen War. Nuclear weapons became more important, because of the weakness of the 
conventionall forces but also to reacquire the status of superpower. In the analysis of the 
military-politicall situation and the threat perception the draft clearly displayed a strong anti-
Westernn view. NATO action in Kosovo apparently stirred up existing negative sentiments 
againstt Western security policy within the military. The draft made it unmistakably clear that 
bothh internal (the Chechens) and external 'aggressors' (the West) had to realize that Russia 
wass not be trifled with any more. 

Thee 2000 Doctrine, signed by President Putin in April 2000, continued the standpoints of the 
19999 draft but also introduced some new ones. Positions against the West and the 
consequencess of the second Chechen conflict (1999-) were worked out in more detail. New 
entriess regarding the President and Belarus were included. Taking into account his policy of 
centralizationn of power, it is not surprising that the position of the President in the chain of 
commandd was strengthened. As a result of the Union Treaty of December 1999, Russia and 
Belaruss had intensified their cooperation. The military aspects of the deepened relations were 
noww stated in the doctrine. The new positions were to a large extent the result of Putin's 
personall ideas and are not yet to be seen as structural. 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the contents of the military doctrine 

Thee development of the treatment of external threats in the various military doctrines over the 
decadee reflects above all the deteriorating relationship with the West, shown by the entries on 
interferencee in internal Russian affairs; expansion of military blocs and alliances; attempts to 
ignoree (or infringe on) RF interests in resolving international security problems. Apart from 
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thesee matured threats, two other threats are consistently mentioned: the violation of the rights 
off  Russian citizens abroad and the feeling of being surrounded by enemies. As a residue of 
Soviett thinking that threats only came from abroad, internal threats were not recognized at 
first.. Since 1993 internal threats have been included. The significance attached to internal 
threatss has risen because of experiences, such as Yeltsin's clash with the Legislative Power, 
armedd conflicts within CIS states and, later on, the conflicts in Chechnya. 

Duringg the 1990s the order of conflicts changed, from global and nuclear wars to local and 
internall  armed conflicts being listed as the most important conflicts. The threat of a global 
warr had diminished. Russia was now confronted with armed conflicts within the CIS and in 
Chechnya.. The Russian military-political leadership realized that the security apparatus would 
increasinglyy be faced with domestic and regional armed conflicts. This shift from external to 
internall  conflicts was also reflected in the development of the perception of the use of military 
force.force. The emphasis changed from external large-scale warfare to operations within the CIS 
andd joint operations of RF armed forces and other troops in internal conflicts. 

Withh regard to ensuring military security the consecutive doctrines show a growing assertive 
policy,, both internally, in response to Chechen separatism, and externally, in response to 
Westernn security policy especially with regard to the Balkans. This more assertive approach 
comess to the fore in entries such as: 
•• The abandonment of the conventional and nuclear no-first-use statements; 
•• Lowering of the nuclear threshold; 
•• Thinking again in terms of 'opponents/enemies'; 
•• (Forward) deployment of RF armed forces and other troops outside Russian territory. 
Thee deterioration of the relations between Russia and the West, mentioned earlier, is also 
illustratedd in the development of the doctrinal views on international military cooperation. 
Graduallyy cooperation with NATO disappears from the doctrines, whereas cooperation with 
CISS states continues to be granted the highest priority. 

Thee leadership of the security apparatus, as laid down in the command and control chain of 
thee doctrine, has gradually been concentrated in the hands of the following institutions: the 
President,, the Security Council, the Ministry of Defence and the General Staff of the RF 
armedd forces. The Security Council, probably by instigation of the military, was left out of 
thiss chain in the doctrines of 1999/2000. However in the course of 2000 Putin made it clear 
thatt he intended to strengthen the position of the Security Council at the expense of the 
Ministryy of Defence and the General Staff. It is likely that the reinforced position of the 
Securityy Council will be expressed in future amendments to current security documents, such 
ass the military doctrine. 
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2.2. Characterisation  of  the development  of  Russia's  security  policy 
Forr a number of reasons it was not until the end of the nineties that a comprehensive security 
policyy was reached in Russia. The first reason is that the Russian security elite debated 
heavilyy on which course to take in foreign and security policies. Secondly, there was a 
strugglee for power amongst the security organs. Thirdly the period of 1992-1997 was 
characterisedd by instability, nationally, within the CIS and on the Balkans. These 
circumstancess delayed the further maturing of Russian security policy into an NSC. Only after 
consensuss had been reached within the security elite and among the security organs as well as 
(inter)) national circumstances had more or less stabilised, could a generally accepted NSC be 
drafted. . 

InIn the first half of the 1990s the development of Russian national security policy shows a 
realisticc perception in considering the non-military, internal social-economic situation as the 
biggestt threat. To improve these circumstances, Yeltsin's foreign policy was mainly oriented 
too the West. Consequently Russian foreign policy was primarily directed at international 
cooperation,, and the non-military means of RF international policy had received priority. 
InIn the second half of the 1990s, due to the armed conflicts in former Yugoslavia and the 
consequentt enhanced role of NATO in international politics, Russian security policy changed 
drastically.. Another development was the conflict in Chechnya. The consequences of the 
Russiann intervention in Chechnya, such as bomb attacks in Russia, the high number of 
casualtiess on both sides, and (supposed) foreign support for the terrorists, led the Kremlin to 
believee that, once again, Russia was faced with internal as well as external military threats. 
Thiss changed RF security policy to the extent that military means for conflict resolution and 
externall  threats now received the highest priority. A peaceful international advancement was 
noo longer in prospect. Apart from this, a longing grew towards regaining the status of 
superpowerr held by the former Soviet Union, possibly as a way out of Russia's internal and 
externall  difficulties. Lacking a sound economic base to support the status of superpower, 
militaryy means, including nuclear arms, became the best instrument to achieve these political 
objectives.. The aversion to the security policy followed by the West and on top of that the 
desiree for superpower status led to focussing on the CIS politically, economically and 
militarily . . 

Shortlyy after the publication of the NSC in January 2000, subordinate documents such as the 
Militaryy Doctrine and the FPC were also revisited. The order of publication and the generally 
similarr points of view of the different concepts gave proof of a well-coordinated and 
comprehensivee approach to the foreign and security policies. Hence 2000 can be considered 
ass the year of completion of the process towards an integrated and comprehensive security 
policy.. However this overall consensus on security policy did not exclude continuing clashes 
off  opinion among the security organs, as had been the case throughout the last decade. In 
orderr to prevent any unilateral actions the President is forced consistently and strictly to 
supervisee these organs. 
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3.3. Consequences  of  security  policy  for  build-up,  tasks  en status  of 
thethe  Air  Forces 

InternalInternal  and external  factor s influencin g airpowe r 
Thee development of Russian airpower was influenced by internal as well as external factors. I 
wouldd like to present four internal factors. A first internal factor was the end of the Cold War, 
whichh was accompanied by the annulment of the Warsaw Treaty Organisation and the demise 
off  the USSR. For Russian airpower in the geo-strategic field this resulted in the loss of buffer 
zoness and forward air bases in Eastern Europe and former Soviet republics. In the military 
fieldfield the consequences were first the end of an integrated military structure between Russia 
andd the aforementioned states, for instance concerning air defence. Secondly, it demanded a 
restructuringg of the order of battle (geographical distribution) of (air) units. Thirdly, it resulted 
inn the return to Russia of large numbers of personnel and materiel of dissolved air units of 
formerr Groups of Forces abroad and of former Soviet Military Districts. 
AA second internal factor was the deteriorating economic situation of the country, which forced 
thee RF Government to drastically reduce the defence budget, including that of military 
aviationn (Air [Defence] Forces and army aviation). 
AA third internal factor was the Chechen conflict. Warfare in both Chechen wars as well as in 
thee Dagestani conflict had proved that RF military concepts, including that of airpower, had to 
bee changed from stress on large-scale conventional to internal, irregular warfare. 
AA fourth and final internal factor was the endeavour of the RF to regain superpower status, 
whichh had consequences for the allocation of means to the different parts of military aviation. 
Twoo external factors can be discerned regarding the development of Russian airpower. A first 
factorr was Western experience in using airpower. The leadership of the RF Air Forces 
attachedd a lot of value to Western airpower experiences in the Gulf War (1991), Bosnia 
(1995)) and Kosovo (1999) and endeavoured to implement these lessons in procurement and 
doctrinall  concepts of its own organisation. A second external factor was the implementation 
off  the CFE (Conventional Forces in Europe) Treaty, which also resulted in reductions and 
redeploymentss of aircraft, because of limited quotas on materiel. 
II  will elaborate on three aspects of the consequences: first, the influence of RF security policy 
onn priorities of airpower; secondly, the policy of the Air Forces' generals in gaining power 
andd influence and finally dualism in security policy as an obstacle for modern airpower. 

Consequence ss of RF securit y polic y for airpowe r prioritie s 
Russia'ss security policy, which demanded annual cuts in the defence budget, affected the 
operationall  capabilities of military aviation, of materiel (aircraft) as well as of personnel. The 
Chechenn conflicts proved that military aviation was not capable of operating either in bad 
weatherr or during the night, which the guerrilla type of warfare especially demanded. The 
shortagee or absence of expensive precision guided munitions, high-tech communications, 
navigationn and targeting systems, as well as all weather and day/night capabilities, reduced 
thee combat readiness of military aviation. Another negative consequence of decreased defence 
budgetss was the lack of fuel, spare parts and maintenance. As a result of the low funding 
levelss pilot training and combat experience were insufficient as well. In 1999 average annual 
flyingg hours for attack aviation were around 23 and for bombers around 25, whereas Western 
(NATO)) air force standards require 180 flying hours as a minimum for a skilled pilot. The 
lackk of flying hours resulted not only in a higher rate of aircraft losses but also in less 
effectivee fulfilment of missions, for instance by dropping bombs too early. Although 
reorganisationss such as the amalgamation of Air Defence and Air Forces produced cuts in 
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personnell  as well as in materiel, they did not bring about a structural improvement in combat 
readiness. . 
Anotherr aspect of security policy was the preferential status of the strategic bomber force of 
thee RF Air Forces. The desire of the political-military leadership to regain a superpower status 
gavee rise to a focus on nuclear forces and power projection in the leading security documents. 
Inn turn this led to a special status for the strategic bomber force, because of its nuclear and 
long-distancee capabilities. As a result of this privileged position the combat readiness level of 
thiss element became much higher than the other parts of the Air Forces. Since the end of the 
ninetiess the military-political leadership has regularly used the strategic bomber force in 
exercisess for demonstrations of force, for instance by carrying out missions up to the 
Americann coastline. In June 1999 strategic bombers participated in the command-staff 
exercisee Zapad-99, which was clearly Russia's reply to NATO's use of force in Kosovo. The 
renewedd attention to the capabilities of the strategic bomber force for power projection 
correspondedd very well with Russia's latest security concepts. This was a clear example of 
howw opportunistic views of the leadership were able to affect the build-up of the armed forces, 
att the expense of a long-term perspective on its structure. 

Centralise dd contro l over airpower : Air Forces ' metho d of gainin g power 
Inn the nineties, just as the other MoD services and troops of the Power Ministries, the Air 
Forcess had to face structural cuts in their budget. Every force tried to make the best of these 
badd times, usually at the expense of the others. The Navy did so by introducing a naval 
doctrine,, including a powerful position for the Navy. The Ground Forces managed to create a 
situationn in which all forces and troops within the Military Districts would be under their 
operationall  command, instead of being subordinated to their own staffs. 
Thee Air Forces pursued a different course to strengthen their position. They did so by 
emphasizingg the generally accepted principle of centralised command and control and 
decentralisedd execution of airpower. Naturally this centralised command of airpower would 
havee to be placed in the hands of the Commander-in-Chief of the Air Forces. At the beginning 
off  the nineties Russian military aviation was divided among Air Forces, Air Defence Forces, 
Groundd Forces (army aviation), Navy (naval aviation), Border Troops (aviation section) and 
Internall  Troops (aviation section). Having promoted this reorganisation since 1994, the 
Commander-in-Chieff  of the Air Forces saw the merger of Air Defence and Air Forces 
implementedd in 1998. In August 2002 the shooting-down in Chechnya of an overloaded 
helicopterr made the MoD decide to resubordinate army aviation from the Ground Forces to 
thee Air Forces by the end of that year. Following this, in January 2003 the MoD announced 
thatt it would examine the pros and cons of resubordinating all other elements of military 
aviationn to the Air Forces. Undoubtedly this statement was whole-heartedly welcomed by the 
Airr Forces. 
Withh the prospect of acquiring all military aviation, the position of the Air Forces among the 
otherr services and troops would be substantially consolidated. Consequently, the principle of 
centralisedd command and control of airpower did not only serve the effectiveness of air 
warfaree but was also beneficial for the status of the Air Forces. 

Dualisti cc  securit y polic y as an obstacl e for moder n airpowe r 
Onee of the main characteristics of Russian security policy was its dualism. On the grand 
strategyy level this was expressed by on the one hand accepting the post Cold War situation 
withh internal threats outweighing external ones and cooperating with the West, for instance 
withinn NATO. The objective of this policy was to enhance the social-economic development 
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off  the RF, which was prevailing over (military) political power play. On the other hand 
Russia'ss security policy promoted 'imperial' views of power and influence. This was evident 
inn efforts to regain superpower status and by stressing the threat of encirclement by hostile 
Westernn countries. The latter was included in the 2000 issues of the National Security 
Conceptt and the Military Doctrine, expressed in entries regarding an assertive attitude 
towardss the West, reinforcement of Russia's position in the international arena and military 
meanss as the dominating instrument of security policy. 
Onn the military-strategi c level this dualism was implemented as follows. A realistic 
approachh was demonstrated in the conclusion of some policy makers that as a result of the end 
off  the Cold War and the rise of internal conflicts, the armed forces should change their 
conceptss accordingly, from large-scale to local, irregular warfare. However, conservative 
policyy makers on the other side retained their focus on large-scale, conventional conflicts, 
whichh was translated into emphasis on nuclear forces and on maintaining massive ground 
forces.. These conservatives considered local, irregular conflicts such as Chechnya and 
modernn warfare with a leading role for airpower, such as the Western airpower experiences of 
recentt years, as of minor importance. 
Thee dualistic security policy was also reflected in the status and tasks of the Air  Forces. On 
thee positive side the convictions of the generals of the Air Forces, derived from Chechen and 
Westernn experiences, concerning the dominant position of airpower in internal, irregular 
conflictss were adopted in the Military Doctrine. For dealing with these kinds of conflicts this 
securityy document demanded the formation a unified air component subordinated to a joint 
militaryy staff, which would be in command of the aviation units of all services and troops. 
Otherr entries covered intensified cooperation among MoD services and troops of Power 
Ministries,, as well as a clear description of the dominating role of airpower, in the form of air 
campaigns,, air operations and air support for ground forces. This was a realistic view of 
developmentss with positive consequences for the Air Forces. 
Onn the other hand, the stress on power projection and enforcement of Russia's international 
positionn implied concentration of means on large-scale warfare and nuclear capabilities. 
Exceptt for the strategic bomber force, which benefited from this policy, the rest of the Air 
Forcess suffered from structural cuts in manpower and materiel causing a diminishing combat 
readiness.. Irregular warfare in Chechnya showed that the shortage or absence of sophisticated 
weaponryy and avionic instruments limited the effectiveness of airpower. However, these 
conservativee views of an important part of the security establishment prevented the necessary 
improvements,, which might realize concepts of modern warfare, including a dominating 
positionn for airpower. 

Inn conclusion, it is evident that the most important structural problem for Russian airpower 
wass funding, due to the economic situation as well as to other priorities of the political-
militaryy leadership. But in spite of the financial problems, the RF Air Forces demonstrated 
thatt they were capable of enhancing effectiveness even without additional financial support. 
Byy promoting the principle of centralised command and control, the RF Air Forces managed 
too strengthen their control over airpower. However, at the end of the nineties as a result of 
prioritiess of the military-political leadership other than reinforcing airpower, the combat 
readinesss of the Air Forces was increasingly declining. This neglected position of the Air 
Forcess was rightly characterized as a status of tailspin. 
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4.4. Interaction  between  doctrinal  thought  and the use of  airpower  in 
andand  around  Chechnya 
Inn analysing the interaction between doctrinal thinking and airpower experiences again the 
factorss of command and control, cooperation among armed forces (MoD) and other troops 
(Powerr Ministries), as well as employing military force in internal conflicts come to the fore. 

CommandCommand and control 

Thee Military Doctrine of 1993 made a clear distinction between command of the armed forces 
andd that of the other troops. This was put in practise in the first Chechen conflict when forces 
andd troops, including the different air assets of the MoD and of the Internal Troops, acted on 
theirr own. The result was a disaster and frustrated an effective course of the operation. 
Keepingg this experience in mind the Military Doctrine of 2000 took a different approach. 
Noww the General Staff of the MoD apart from commanding its own forces was also in charge 
off  the joint (MoD and Power Ministries) employment of the military force as a whole. By 
creatingg a joint air component this doctrinal demand was implemented in the second conflict. 

CooperationCooperation among Armed forces and Other Troops 

Ass a result of the minimal attention for cooperation among forces and troops in the Military 
Doctrinee of 1993, the first Chechen conflict showed shortcomings in cooperation in air 
operationss among Air Forces, army aviation and aviation of the Internal Troops, as well as by 
Forwardd Air Controllers (FACs), who formed the link between air and ground operations. As 
statedd above the 2000 Doctrine by demanding the formation of joint forces in resolving 
internall  conflicts incorporated these lessons learned. In the second Chechen war apart from 
thee formation of a unified joint air component, cooperation between military aviation and 
groundd forces was also improved. By conducting air barrages prior to the advance of troops, 
airpowerr created favourable conditions for ground forces and diminished the possibility of 
friendlyy fire. Because FACs were deployed in more units and at lower tactical levels of the 
groundd forces, they proved to be more effective than in the first conflict. 

EmployingEmploying military force in internal conflicts 

Sincee the Russian-Chechen conflict had not yet started not surprisingly, although perhaps 
somewhatt shortsighted, the Military Doctrine of 1993 did not elaborate on solving internal 
conflicts.. Therefore the use of airpower in the first conflict was not based upon doctrinal 
guidelines.. With these lessons learned incorporated, the 2000 Doctrine not only extensively 
mentionedd warfare in internal conflicts, but for the first time also dealt with levels lower than 
thosee of grand strategy and military strategy. Regarding airpower entries on air campaigns, air 
operationss as well as joint operations by (special) forces were stated in this doctrine. In the 
secondd conflict these doctrinal guidelines were implemented by commencing it with an 
intensivee air campaign, fulfillin g air support for ground forces in the form of close air support, 
airr interdiction and transporting special units in anti-terror operations, as well as by providing 
airr support for psychological warfare. Thus airpower was employed in line with the Doctrine. 

Thee doctrinal guidance of forces and troops clearly improved between the first and second 
Chechenn conflict as a result of lessons learned. The grown emphasis on internal irregular 
conflictss as well as the increased doctrinal attention for warfare at the lower levels of strategy 
wass evidence of a realistic approach of the General Staff towards current security threats. 
Clearlyy Doctrine and the use of airpower have influenced each other. It is to be expected that 
thee next Military Doctrine will present a further deepening of the interaction between (air) 
warfaree experiences and doctrinal thought. 
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FurtherFurther  Developments  and outlook 
Thiss paragraph describes developments after the year 2000, the end of the research period of 
thiss thesis, which had a major impact on Russian security policy. I will end with an outlook 
onn future developments of RF security policy. 

'9/11' ::  Influenc e of the 'War on Terrorism ' 
Sincee 11 September 2001, when the terror attacks in New York and Washington DC caused 
thee USA to start the War on Terrorism, Russia's international position has weakened, 
physicallyphysically as well as psychologically. Physically in the sense that the West has lodged itself in 
thee traditionally Russian 'backyard' of the CIS. Already before '9/11' the West had gradually 
strengthenedd its position in this region. NATO achieved this through its cooperation 
programmee 'Partnership for Peace' and the USA conducting military exercises with some of 
thee CIS states in Central Asia. Since '9/11' a remarkable turning point in positions has 
occurred.. Many CIS states had previously been tied to the RF because of economic and/or 
militaryy dependency. However, the growing Western presence in this area could very well end 
thiss dependency. The involvement of the West in the CIS is slowly appearing to be of the long 
lastingg kind. The USA has been investing hundreds of millions of dollars in airbases in 
Uzbekistan,, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. It is not likely that these costly investments are made 
forr stationing troops in that area for a limited period of time. Another aspect of these 
investmentss is that they lead to an economic impulse for the CIS states in question. It is said 
thatt the USA has to pay $7,000-7,500 for every air movement from and to Manas airbase in 
Kyrgyzstan.. This Western, or better American, policy towards the CIS improves the 
economicc as well as the security situation of a number of CIS states and subsequently 
diminishess their dependency on Moscow. This, then, leads to the conclusion that Russia has 
'physically'' lost ground in the CIS. 

Inn a psychological sense Putin has also suffered defeat, from a national as well as from a CIS 
pointt of view. Nationally after '9/11' Putin dropped his resistance to Western initiatives such 
ass the annulment of the Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty, the development of America's National 
Missilee Defence and further enlargement of NATO. The Russian security and foreign affairs 
elite,, including the two Ivanovs (Ministers of Defence, Sergei and Foreign Affairs, Igor) 
voicedd a great deal of criticism of Putin for giving in to the West. Putin's aspired status as a 
'strongg leader' might have been at stake, although his position does not seem to be threatened 
ass yet. Putin has also been 'psychologically' damaged in the eyes of other CIS states, who 
havee noticed that he was forced by the West to give way on a number of occasions. This has 
affectedd Russia's status within the CIS. 

'9/11'' was beneficial for the realization of Russian objectives in domestic as well as in 
foreignn affairs, even though a number of these benefits have already faded away. After '9/11' 
thee West recognized Russia's use of force in Chechnya to be a legal instrument against 
terrorism.. Yet in the spring of 2002 Western criticism of Russia's actions in Chechnya 
revived,, both from official circles and from media and public opinion. Western support in 
fightingg international terrorism indeed helped defeat the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, 
whosee destabilizing capacity also threatened the RF. Nevertheless these Western anti-terrorist 
actionss in Central Asia have resulted in a long-lasting presence of the West in Russia's 
'backyard'.. One last important effect of'9/11' was the benefit of closer cooperation between 
Russiaa and NATO. Long negotiations after '9/11' have led to an equal say for RF on a limited 
numberr of matters such as the fight against terrorism, disarmament and non-proliferation of 
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weaponss of mass destruction. But Russia still has no direct say in NATO's operational 
decisionn making, nor will it receive a right of veto against unwelcome resolutions. With this 
meagree result, not unexpectedly, RF Chief of the General Staff General Kvashnin was 
convincedd that NATO still considered Russia its opponent and Igor Ivanov continued to reject 
furtherr enlargement of the alliance. The conclusion seems justified that the cooperation 
betweenn NATO and Russia has improved only to a limited extent. 

Hencee the overall result of '9/11' has been mostly negative for Russia, in that it has weakened 
itss position both within the CIS and internationally and has affected the earlier national 
consensuss on security and foreign policy. 

'Nord-Ost ''  hostag e taking : watershe d for Russia' s securit y policy ? 
Inn October 2002 Chechen fighters carried out a hostage taking in a theatre in Moscow, in 
whichh the musical 'Nord-Ost' was performed. Special Forces of the Power Ministries 
violentlyy made an end to this act of terror. As a result of this hostage taking, which was 
describedd by the Russian press as Russia's '9/11', there was a broad feeling amongst Russian 
military-politicall  decision makers that this terrorist attack meant a turning point in RF security 
policy.. On 29 October 2002, President Putin affirmed this by ordering his security ministers 
andd chiefs to draft a revision of the National Security Concept (NSC). In the case of 'Nord-
Ost'' two elements of RF security policy in particular came to the fore: military reforms and 
thee legal foundation of security policy. 

MilitaryMilitary reforms based upon opportunism 

Ass described earlier power struggle among security organs (MoD and Power Ministries) has 
beenn a constant factor in Russian security policy of the last decade. This competition was 
encouragedd by a Presidential military reform policy, which rewarded security organs for 
successfull  operations while cutting budgets of departments whose troops had failed. Special 
Forcess of the Ministry of Internal Affairs MVD (SOBR unit) and the Federal Security Service 
FSBB (Alfa and Vympel units) carried out the operation against the hostage takers. For killing 
thee terrorists (and more than 100 hostages as well) MVD and FSB not only received a raise in 
budget,, but by the intention of reforming MVD's Internal Troops into a Presidential National 
Guardd and strengthening FSB's command over the operation in Chechnya the status of both 
Powerr Ministries was lifted at the expense of other security organs. This continuation of an 
opportunisticc approach of military reform policy encouraged competition among security 
organs,, consequently damaging joint use of military force, and had a negative effect on a 
well-thoughtt and solid build-up of the security apparatus. 

RevisionRevision of the legal foundation of security policy 

Shortlyy after 'Nord-Ost' Parliamentary and academic security specialists demanded a revision 
off  security documents, because the existing ones were not apt for war against terrorism. The 
documentss especially lacked provisions on a joint (MoD and Power Ministries) approach 
towardss this threat and on the use of Special Forces. For that reason current legislation, such 
ass Constitution, Military Doctrine, Laws on Anti-Terrorism, Defence as well as on State of 
Emergencyy was to be revised and new legislation to be passed on the joint use of forces and 
troops.. Another demand was to put one security organ in command of anti-terror policy. 

Thee anticipated revision of security policy is ambivalent. On the one hand it seems to be a 
realisticc approach, by recognizing the grown importance of internal threats and conflicts, 
insteadd of the large-scale warfare, which conservative circles in the General Staff, by 
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emphasizingg nuclear instead of conventional forces, still consider to be the primary conflict. 
Anotherr positive effect is the conviction that power struggle among security departments 
definitelyy should make place for overall command and control by one security organ. The RF 
Securityy Council, consisting of the President and the chiefs of ail security departments and 
services,, is likely to be appointed in this capacity. 

Onn the other hand the trend of the proposed revision in security policy stresses military 
solutionss and not social-economic ones. Not violence and oppression but social-economic 
supportt by providing housing, food and medical care can take away the causes of internal 
conflict.. Another reason for ambivalence are the statements of Russian authorities in which 
theyy have made it clear that the RF grants itself the right to attack terrorists abroad. 

Thee aforementioned policy intentions of using military force against internal (terrorist) threats 
andd if necessary against targets abroad as well are not new concepts. These entries were 
alreadyy included in the current security documents but will now be stepped up. The emphasis 
inn security policy remains on military instead of social-economic solutions, although a swift 
fromm external to internal threats is rightly included. This gives the impression that existing 
policyy principles are continued. This than leads to the conclusion that 'Nord-Ost' has not 
resultedd in a watershed for Russian security policy. 

Outloo k k 
Afterr the terrorist attacks of '9/11' President Putin took a pro-Western course. In the long run 
Putinn desires to strengthen Russia's international position, not excluding military means to 
achievee this. However Putin realizes quite well, in contrast to many Soviet leaders, that 
nowadayss influence on a global level is more than ever based on economic leverage. Taking 
thiss into account, his rapprochement towards the West, and especially towards Europe, does 
nott seem strange. Closer cooperation with the EU can serve more than one objective of 
Russiann policy. Firstly, economic cooperation with Europe will most likely bring about 
growthh of the Russian economy. Secondly, closer ties with the EU might also weaken the 
relationshipp between Europe and the USA, even more so if Russia would be supporting, or 
participatingg in, the further development of an independent European security policy with its 
ownn military power, which is possibly in contrast with American interests. This would be 
beneficiall  for Russian influence in the international arena, by promoting the Russian foreign 
policyy principle of multipolarity in international politics and Russia's status as a great power. 

Russia'ss present and future foreign and security policy is laid down in three documents: the 
NSC,, the FPC and the Military Doctrine. Major points of view in these documents are an 
assertivee attitude towards the West, strengthening Russia's position within the CIS as well as 
onn a global level, and lastly an emphasis on military means as an instrument of security 
policy.. The leading security documents have found their origin in the Russian security 
establishment,, consisting of generals, politicians, diplomats and scientists. Judging from their 
criticismm of Putin's gestures towards the West, the state of mind of this elite has not changed 
sincee '9/11'. Putin's positive policy towards the West since '9/11' has only manifested itself 
inn public statements. Thus Putin's rapprochement towards the West has not implied a 
structurall  change of Russian foreign and security policy. 

Afterr 'Nord-Ost' Putin ordered a revision of security documents. The intended changes show 
aa continued stress on military means as an instrument of security policy. The extent to which 
anti-Westernn rhetoric will be removed from these documents will show the depth of Putin's 
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positivee stance towards the West as well as the influence of his hard-line opponents. He has to 
balancee the pressure of his security establishment with reinforcing Russia's economic 
capacity.. Consequently, the security policy of the Russian Federation will continue to 
manoeuvree between the traditional Russian imperial thinking, in terms of power and 
influence,, as well as recognizing Russia's new post Cold War status, resulting in cooperation 
withh the West. 
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